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ees —— Cheese Factory Vats, Factory Cans, Railway Milk Cans, Creamery Vats, 

Cheese Hoops, Dairymen’s Milk Cans and Measures, Cream Cans, Milk Dishes, Strainers, Refrigerators, Butter 

Tins, Honey Tins, Honey Extractors. and every description of Tin, Iron, and Copper Work. 

Best value in Jam Tins, Honey Tins, Butter Tins, etc. 

{ ALEX. HARVEY, Albert Street (corner of Durham Street). 
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PSTN Ss, HAY Eo Ca 
Manufacturers, Dealers, and Importers of all kinds of Apiarian Appliances, Importers and Breeders of 

ITALIAN QUEENS. Honey Tinned, Labelled, Packed, and Sold on Commission (see circular). 
Estimates furnished of cost of fitting out any sized Apiary, and their laying out undertaken. f 
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YA TES’ RELIABLE EEDS . 

CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM. 

VEGETABLE SEEDS, 6d per packet *SWEDE, YATES’ CHAMPION PURPLETOP *SWEDE, YATES’ SELECT GREENTOP 
FLOWER SEEDS (ordinary), 3d per packet *YELLOW ABERDEEN GREENTOP *YELLOW ABERDEEN PURPLETOP 

* The best strains in cultivation. Prices on application. 

+RED CLOVER (English and American) {COW GRASS (English and American) +WHITE FINEST (Dutch) +tALSYKE AND TIMOTHY 
+ New seeds now coming to hand. Cash prices and samples on application. 

YATES’ Reliable Vegetable Seeds may be procured from local agents in every township in the colony. 
Norr.—I guarantee none genuine unless in sealed packets bearing my name and address. 

ARTHUR YATES, Seedsman, Auckland, N.Z., 237 Sussex Street, Sydney, 
AND AT MANCHESTER, ENGLAND. 

frome: fae Sib dO Se eee 

THE NEW ZEALAND TIMBER COMPANY, LTD. 

TIMBER.—Weather Boarding (rusticated and feather-edged), Rough and Dressed Flooring, Lining and Scantling. 

Manufacturers of every description of Joiners’ Work, Doors, Sashes, Mouldings, Turnery, Carving, &e. 

SPECIALTIES.—Seed Protectors, Hand Lights, Vineries (glazed on the new patent principle, without putty), and 
all kinds of Horticultural Implements, Hives, and Apiarian Appliances. 

BRICK WORKS at New Lynn Railway Station. Available for the supply of orders to any station on the Waikato. 
Kaipara, and Onehunga Lines. 

All Classes of Building Materials supplied with despatch and delivered into railway trekus. 

Illustrated Catalogues’and Price Lists free on application. Liberal discounts to cash purchasers. 

MILLS.—EAST COAST, WHANGAPOUA. 

WEST COAST, PORT ALBERT, KAIPARA. 

HEAD OFFICE, MILLS AND FACTORY, CUSTOMS STREET, AUCKLAND. 

FRANK JAGGER, Manager. 

THE ITALIAN BEE  BacNnatt Bros. & Co. 
COMPANY. | 5 

| a — | MANUFACTURERS OF HIVES. 

BEE FARM AT PARRAMATTA, ate 
F In charge of W. ABRAM. | 

| APIARIAN APPLIAN CHS, 

OFFICE, 312 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY, 
| h \ 

S. MacDoNNELL, Secretary. | TIMBER MERCHANTS 
| 

| 
Rat Abram Macacer of (iuseompany, sorverntietmes| 1 A'U ROA K IS A Wal Wialiniog 

under the late Dathe, the celebrated German naturalist, and, | 

Uill his death lately, the greatest living authority on bee | 
culture. | TURUA, THAMES, NEW ZEALAND, 

Before leaving his mother country, Mr Abram secured a | 
number of splendid Italian Queens, which took prizes at | 

various Exhibitions in Europe. In addition, the Company, 

through Messrs Newman, of Chicago (publishers of the | ae Gin 

American Bee Journal), had several colonies of specially- 

selected Italian Bees sent from America. , A - 
Price Lists sent FREE on application. 

Under the skilled care of Mr Abram, the Company has | 

established the finest strains of Italians. No hybrids nor | ° 

black bees are kept. All queens are carefully tested in every —_—— 

case for their worker progeny, and when time allows, for 

®@ their queen progeny. 

Price list: Bees, Hives, 3, €tC., ted ica b Hen tM rie ee eee N.B.—A few Foundation Ma shines on hand.
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once, and, as we stated last month, the spring is the best suspicious article should have been allowed to be 

time for dealing with it. In very bad cases it is better to 6n the market such a length of time without some 

burn the combs and frames, but the hive may be saved and bel k 1 hevi on B, 

cleaned by thoroughly disinfecting it in the manner described  St€PS DeIng taken long ago by the Victorian Bee- 
at the end of the Foul Brood Act. keepers’ Association to find out whether there were 

QUEENLESS AND WEAK COLONIES. good grounds for the suspicion or not. Certainly, 

Unite these as advised last month. Weak colonies are the first duty of an association is to protect its 
often the result of poor queens, and the sooner the latter are members against fraud, or where there are reason- 

made away with the better. When unitinga weak stock with able grounds for suspicion, as in the present 

another, or two weak stocks, remove the queen from the instance, to thoroughly investigate the case. If it 

veakest before putting the bees together. y 4 : ee 
ee daar ine thy beey together. does not do this, of what use is the Association to 

SEES, the industry? As late as the 28th of May last © 
Under ‘Spring Management’ 1 gave full instructions last nothing had been done in the matter by the 

month for this important part of apiary work at the present Association, but at a meeting on that date a sample : 

time. Attention must be paid to the food supply, and also f tt ayected' | binitted (oth 
fe (eeidivicion boards where ince. When the space bet ween. 0) vic SUSpected Honey was) subrnilied Io Cae 
them is getting rather crowded draw the boards apart a little, bers present, when their opinion appears to have 
sufficient to allow another frame to be inserted, and put a been unanimous as to it being a fraud, and a reso- 
clean comb in the centre of the brood nest. Sometimes a tion was passed that the President and Secretary 
frame of emerging brood may very well be spared from an ‘ 5 
extra strong colony to give to a weaker one; this is a quick should take the matter in hand and TepOr aad 
method of building up. Take note of any queens that are meeting Now, We hold that the Association 
rather backward in breeding with the view of superseding should have done this twelve months or more ago, 
them during the swarming season, Take one of your best for the Association could not have been ignorant of 

stocks and compare the others with it, and those that do not 3 | “ é . : 

come up to your idea ot what they should be, mark them for Le matter at that time, when we beard of it here 
new queens from your best stocks. rom one of its members. If the article is really 

ees what it is supposed to be, a great injury has been 
a aL ae oe a is a renal done to the beekeeping industry of Victoria that 

jose W join rea queens early shouic ; aa f 
now be stimulating two or three of their best colonies. Some will be felt indirectly FOR care oe) for whether 

drone comb should be put in the centre of the brood-chamber the fraud be quashed now or not, the public will 
of one of the strongest, and about fifteen days after the first expect and want the genuine article at the same 
drone eggs are laid, put a clean, bright, empty worker-comb price, or the demand will fall off. 
for eggs in the brood nest of the colony you wish to raise 7 oral 5 7 
queens from. A comb used one season for honey only, is the We do not acquit sone of the Victorian bee- 

best for this purpose. We shall give the whole process of queen keepers from blame altogether, for more e than 
rearing, and transferring, with illustrations, next month. twelve months ago we made an offer to one if not 

Ee tING am eae a two, that if he would send us a sample we would 

Those who think of starting an apiary this coming season ave it analysed at our own expense, and send him 

would do well to make arrangements soon with some reliable the report, but no sample ever came, We hope, 
person for what bees they require. We would not advise begin- however, now that the Association has taken the 
ee to And ve ee ne pel Se ae oe matter in hand it won’t let it rest until the Victorian 
getting ho! ealthy stocks. est plan is to go toa : ‘ . ., : 

practical beekeeper and order early swarms. You may have markets are cleared of all spurious honey, if such is 
to pay a little more for them, but you will get value for your TOW being palmed off on the public. We shall be 
money, whereas, in the former case, you don’t know what glad to know the result of the investigation. 
you are buying, neither does the person know what he is [The above was written for our last number, but 

selling you. In the meantime, before the swarming season was crowded out. ] 

sets in, the hives, etc., should be prepared in readiness for i 
the bees. 5 OLED 

Planting and sowing honey plant seeds may still be cs 

continued, and grass and weeds about the apiary, which are NEW ZEALAND BEEKEEPERS’ 
now growing apace, should be kept down. ASSOCIATION. 

BOGUS HONEY IN MELBOURNE. Tue regular monthly meeting of the Executive 
Teac a Committee was held at the office of Messrs. 

Sucu is the title of an article that appeared ina Hopkins, Hayr and Co. Lower Queen-street, 

late number of the Australian Beekeepers’ Journal. Auckland, on Friday, August 3rd, at 2.30 p.m. 

There appears to be a foregone conclusion among Mr. G. L, Peacocke in the chair. 

the beekeepers of Victoria that the honey markets After the rountine business had been disposed of, 

there are flooded with spurious honey, which issold the Secretary reported having sent copies of the 

at a price far below what the genuine article can be _ report on the railway tariff, together with the recom- 

produced and sold for, and they are naturally com. mendations of the sub-committee, to the Hon the 

laining that it is ruining the legitimate hone: Minister of Public Works, Mr. F, Lawry, M.H.R. Deane, LE 8 8) , y , LWIY: ’ 
business. It is now some fifteen or eighteen and Mr. C. Hudson, in accordance with the resolu- 

months since we were first informed that some tion adopted at the last meeting, and had since 

compound, of which it was believed glucose formed _ received acknowledgments, with an intimation from 

the chief ingredient, was being sold largely in Mr. Maxwell, Manager of Railways, that the subject 

Melbourne as genuine honey. Since that time we would receive consideration. 

have received several communications from Vic- The Chairman stated that in a conversation with 

torian beekeepers on the same subj-ct; some of Mr. Hudson, Traffic Manager Auckland Railways, 

them have been published in the Jonrnal. Now, the latter said the Committee had misapprehended 

to say the least, it does seem strange that such a the terms of the tariff, and that the highest freight
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on locally produced honey is £1 13s 4d pertoo IS THE VENTILATION OF HIVES YET 
miles ; it iy only on imported heney that the higher PERFECTED ? 
rates are charged. It was, however, pointed out by , 4 A 
the Chairman and Secretary, that there is nothing COMME TT PAGE CP 
in the present tariff to indicate that imported honey ee 
is meant. Mr. Peacocke thought the tariff should No, 2. 
be more explicit, so that no misunderstanding could By J. R. M. 
occur; it was not the Committee’s fault that they ane 
had been labouring under a mistake. Mr. Hopkins SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS.—No. 1. 

thought that the fact of the ere pane dis) Qpyact.—Zo determine the amount of air which 
covered would be a good thing, as he believed that enters Hives, differently protected, and 
in nine cases one 2 ae country at differently placed, under ieee velocities of 
would charge the higher rates, and they could wind. 

hardly be blamed for so doing ae Me circum “Tue three kinds of hives which are suggested as 
Blades cok SiMe tart ae TAGs i Honey! in necessary for these experiments to be sufficiently 
bottles, tins, and jars, CUBES) sts Class a honey exhaustive are :—Hive A, a one-storied Langstroth 
in kegs or casks, owners’ risk, Class B ; honey nailed on to its floor board, and hermetically sealed 

. extracted, packed, locally produced, Oe rereeks above by a flat beard screwed on to the top, and 
Class C; honey extracted for export In consign Filed with full combs; Hive B, a common one- 

ant of ot les than races owners sk Cass SooryLangstth, with two sei mat and” open 
honey. As ete seas could be done eal an enh eos Easy pe Sena ve en venHlAUEE 

ficial reply had been received the matter was ‘°° 20S Wel’ padded. It would not be necessary o epy. to have bees in the hives for these experiments ; 
allowed to stand over. only let the combs be pretty full of honey ana 

A telegram from the President, notifying the sealed. 
Committee that the Government had consented to As to the wind-gauge, there is a very cheap and 
take charge of the Foul Brood Bill, with the view of simple one which could be obtained from any 
getting it passed this session, was read. A hope optician fora few pence. It is formed of a piece 
was expressed that as there was no opposition to _ of glass tube, half an inch in diameter, bent thus :— 
the Bill, it would be put through instead of being 
one of the slaughtered innocents at the close of the ie 

session. , 

The subject of marketing honey was next brought ra 
up, and an extract from a private letter from Mr. 
Mulvany was read, expressing his pleasure that the G 
question was being considered by the Association. fe 
Mr. Mulvany also offered suggestions, but as this IB 
was a private letter to Mr. Hopkins and the latter 
had already replied to it, the Committee decided to 
wait for further communication from Mr. Mulvany, " é 2 
whose assistance in solving the question they were A scale of inches (A) is filed on the longer arm, 

_ anxious to have. ‘lhe Secretary, in reply to a °F 2 Strip of paper guinmed on and marked. It is 

question, stated that no communications had yet then filled with water or oil (B) up to the first mark 
been received in answer to the invitation of the Of the scale; »nd the shorter arm, with its mouth 
committee, but he pointed out that there had (C) turned at right angles, presented to the wind. 
scarcely been time fur any to come in since the AS the wind inc-eases ia velocity, the liquid is 
issue of the Harmer and the Bee Jowrnal contain. forced up the longer arm, and so provides a means 
ing the invitation, and the Chairman suggested for !°T accurately gauging its velocity and pressure. 
the consideration of the Association, the issue of Tables are drawn up in meteorological works to 
market rates of honey at stated intervals similar to able an experimenter at once to ascertain the 
the quotations published by the Grocers’ Associa- cts which he wishes. , i 
tion. He thought this might be done by the One of these gauges would have to be fixed in 
Association. It was however decided to postpone front, or above the hive, in order to asceztain the 

further discussion of the whole matter till time had Velocity of the wind ; and the other at the back of the 
been given to distant members to send in their hive, with its mouth run into the interior of the hive 
views on the subject. through a carefully padded hole. By placing the 

hives in different positions, and noticing tke differ- 
i It a ee ee i" ee of Tae eee ae ae a oe 

€ meeting, that an effort should be made by the be obtained. hese cou e worked up by the 
Committee to get up what is termed in America a experimenter, or placed in the hands of some ex- 
“ Beekeepers’ Convention,” that is, a meeting, ex- pert. For instance, if in the front gauge the liquid 
tending over a portion of two or three days, ata _ rose one inch, and in the gauge which had its mouth 
time of the year when it would be most convenient _ inside the hive only half an inch, it would be known 
for beekeepers to attend. The question is to roughly that the velocity and pressure inside was 
receive cousideration at the next meeting. A vote about half that outside. A table would give the 

_ of thanks to the chairman concluded the meeting. difference correct to two places of decimals. The
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gauges might be quoted as A1, A 2, Br, B2,Cx, nearly all the way through, and then half the plug 

C 2, the letters referring 10 the hives, the numbers cut out, thus :-— 

to the position of the gauges, the first being for the | 

velocity of the wind outside, the second for that | | 

inside. el q 

Beautiful little wind-gauges are made for coal (ora i ae 

mines, a very delicately balanced fan wheel register- BB vane c es 

ie the number of miles-per hour; bat they cost «Quoc > es | D 

L4 or £5 each, and so probably are out of the E Ez | 

question. 2 Bes. 
Ue Bie ee A) | D 

No. IL a 

Opyecr.—70 ascertain the effect of wind o, diferent paenal A oF Bere Be a ae 

Gipcratones and locces om tho apternal yA A Sack of ies ts hole en iaering PG 
temperature of hives. of thermometer in plug projecting outside hive ; D D plug; 

To carry on this series three sets of hives would also Bs a serene Oe ee ae : 
be advisable, but any experimenter might pre- The thermometers must then be introduced into 

limarily take any one of the set. And secondly, the tubes, leaving the bulbs projecting out a good 

some thermometers, common and clinical (that is, halfinch, They must be packed in rabbit-fur, or the 
merely the glass tubing of a thermometer without next best non-conducting substance obtainable, so 

any metal or wooden case), would be required for 38 not to touch the wooden plug ; and a movable 

each set to settle ail questions which can arise. COV of some thickness and well protected made 

Sufficiently accurate clinical thermometers canbe '° slip over all the portion which will lie outside 

obtained by the dozen for a sma}] sum, or the tube the hive. The bulb end must be then introduced 

of a very common thermometer could be taken out into the prepared hole in the back of the hive, the 

of its case and have a strip of paper pasted up one 179CT _part fitting accurately in the hole. By 
i side and marked. Experimenters with only two Te™Moving the removable cover the observer would 

thermometers could bring most acceptable statistics be able to note the inside temperature, as recorded 
to the common fund, if they placed them according ©? the scale. ke : f 
to a position agreed on. (f) A sixth clinical thermometer might with 

ra ‘ i es advantage be introduced into the cluster through a 
The three kinds of hives should be, it is suggested, ole in the mats, but thermometer (e) would supply 

as follows :— probably sufficient indication. 
_ Hive X centaining a very strong (united if de- An observer owning only two thermometers 

sired) colony, covering, practically, all the ten would have to place one in front of the hive for the 
frames. } temperature of the wind, and the other in some 

Hive Y containing all ten frames but a weak part of the hive. It wou'd double the value of his 

colony covering five frames only. observations if he would work in common with 
Hive Z containing a similar colony to hive Y, others; and although his observations would be 

but with contracting boards, narrowing the hive to confined to one portion of the hive, they would ~ 
five frames. confirm or tend to correct similar ones by more 

The position of the thermometers should be, it is extensive experiments. 
suggested, as follows :— Thermometer (}) will indicate the effect of the 

(a) Outside, in front, to register: the external wind on distant lower paris of the hive ; ther- 

temperature of the wind (this could be acommon mometer (c) the temperature half-way up near the 

mounted thermometer, of course). (4), (¢), (d), clustering bees; thermometer (d) that in distant 

(e), clinical thermometers, arranged as below, in Upper corners; thermometer (e) that surrounding 
the back of the hive:—(b) and (d) entering the clustering bees. But of all these the most 

we ny important one is the last, as showing best what 

o(e) (a) o-| effect the wind has on the air nearest the cluster. 

Lastly, a wind-gauge to indicate the velocity of 

| the wind would have to be placed in front of the 

| o(e) hive, and its reading recorded, at the same time as 
the readings of the thermometer were taken. 

| It is needless to say that the writer, after all this 

| 0 (6) } preaching, purposes also to endeavour to practice it. 

i ae Ta Professional duties have hitherto absolutely pre- 

between the end frames and the sides of the vented it. The only request be will make is, that 

hive, and (c) and (e) between the two central the above suggested experiments should be criti- 

frames. These four thermometers would best cised, and if condemned, some others suggested, 

be prepared in this way. Let four clean-cut one so that his observations may be corrected or con- 

inch holes be cut in the back of the hivein the firmed by others, and so not thrown away. It 

positions marked. ‘Then let four clean turned plugs _ would, he respectfully suggests, be a proper subject 

about the length of the thermometers, be ob- for the New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association to 

tained. A halfinch hole must be run into these discuss and settle. And should the New Zealand
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and Australian apiarists carry out a series of care- mee ae sao Some cota ae i ay be, others 
‘ . ‘ : ah hat it must always remain a luxury. old to a mean 

fully tabulated experiments on this subject, it is not between these two extremes. Honey, I believe, may become, 
too much to say that they would deserve the thanks ang jg becoming, largely a staple; but it will never be so 
of the rest of the apiarian world. much ofa staple as syrup.” (Why?) ‘It will always be 

In the next number the second subject, viz., the more of a staple than apples.” 
effect of the temperature of the bees on the Dr. C. C. Miller speaks also in a qualified 
ventilation, will be referred to. manner :— 

* (Lo be continued.) “It is all very well to talk about honey being a natural 
sweet, and so much healthier than the bedrugged and 
dedoctored stuff thrown on the market in the shape of syrup, 

CAN HONEY BECOME A STAPLE sugar drips, etc., and perhaps we ought to say more than we 
2 do; but after all it does not seem to make much impression 

COMMODITY @ on the public mind. They go right on buying the bad stuffand 
By T. J. Mutvan letting the honey severely alone. Why? Perhaps habit has 
feta ENE something to do with it. Undoubtedly, however, price has 

THE Committee of the New Zealand Beekeepers’ something to do with it.” 
Association has issued an invitation (which J trust Mr. J, A. Bull is more hopeful, and says :— 
will be very generally followed) to distant members “Tf we ‘fix the price’ too high, the sales will be limited, 
of the Association, to communicate their views and and we thereby defeat our own object ; on the other hand, if 
suggestions “ on the whole matter of marketing we can offer our honey at such prices as will render it reason- 

9 ; z : able for the masses to buy and use it as an article of daily 
honey, ey) aa LO p Assist the Committee in their food, why, then the demand would be enormously increased. 

deliberations. This is the burning question for all Tt would no longer be looked upon as a luxury only to be 
beekeepers who go in for raising honey in quantity. enjoyed by the wealthy ; but it would become a staple article P 8 is y Ing y joyed by ul e F t 
As Mr. Poole remarked when bringing the matter a cone aud find Fac sels a a me And I believe 
before the Committee, ‘‘ the honey trade here is not Bae ae Hoey eaeeet at we shall find an open door o 
in a healthy condition ;’ and this is true, not only Re : f ‘ 
of New Zealand, but also of other countries where Finally, Mr. J. H. Larrabee is so sanguine as to 
the industry is of much older standing. look forward to a successful compctition against 

The June number of the American Apiculturist Sugar, even in a great sugar producing country like 
contains six articles, by six different American the United States. He counsels his brothet bee- 
apiarists, on the “Improvement of the Honey keepers not to cease pant tee endeavours to dis- 
Market ;” that is, on the question, “How is such Utbute their produce ‘until every household has 
an ‘mprovement, so much needed, to be brought it honey-pitcher, and every grocer its honey show- 
about?” All these articles are well woithy of a8, and adds :— 
perusal, if it were only to observe from what various ‘‘T am enthusiast enough to believe that some time (you 
points of view the writers touch on the question. and I, reader, may never see it) honey will be restored to its 

‘ bs lost place upon the food tables of the world, and drive out the 
Can honey ever become « staple article in com health-destroying sugar of the present,” 

merce? This 1s a point about which, according to N Heh eeatte 5 if 
my notion, we must arrive at some clear and weil ip aed aie ibe on Holt OG ee negtese 
grounded conclusion before we shall be ina position a Hoe TE bi ne ws i vue vot h e sare 
to judge how the market, whether home or foreign, Ur ae ea Be ahh cane oe Ph nee obs 
can best be worked up. The writers in the Api- ae a Ree ‘ there anything) eae Her aeonE 
cultwrist answer the question each in his own way, 6° be ye ve tons justify a modifica- 
two with a flat negative, two in a qualified way, and sue 4 ae VEEMibe aAbtlS a yaa RPS eRES that we Ma Ours: Agitinative: should make up our minds on this point, and shape 

; ei ‘ our course according to the decision we come to, 
Mr. Z. T. BRISA S for it is quite clear that we are at present either 

i “ Eloney - oe a sary a aes be Passed with the . producing far too n.uch honey, or else producing uxuries, and a heavy crop or hard times with those who are i i 
the usual customers, invariably have a depressing influence on far too litle, If it be true that honey PENT Sas 
the market.” become a staple of consumption in this country, 

Mr. R. L. Taylor, commenting on the futility of Pep ine peat an fi ee ee the ee 
any attempt on the part of honey producers to keep thaneaeent eng a a e SAGs our i ' A 
up prices by a system of combination, seeing that Reementatennine tie Bone eae ans oY ae f ea 
farmers, the producers of wheat, cannot even fix the i P : as < ues oe pun Ole 
price of that commodity, goes on to say :— Pee Be o. Uhe, precucton ior socmagch surplus ie fs é ’ y, an conveniently dispose of among his Wheat is a staple, and cannot well be dispensed with by nei hbours wh ld. fetch 6A h . . 

consumers 5 honey is a luxury, and is really necessary in but § LSet etcl It trom the apiary in 
limited quantities. An artificial price, even if 1t were not a their own vessels, and leave it to theverytew who may high price, would greatly curtail consumption.” be so situated as to be able to produce exclusively 

Mr. G. F. Robbins states at first, very positively: White clover honey to provide the large towns 
__ Bread and meat are standard living commodities—honey With a limited quantity of the finest section honey, is not. The former may be regarded as necessities, and 20d a fancy article of extracted honey in small always must be ; the latter is not a necessity, and never can tins, at such prices as will make it worth their while be. : i todoso. If, on the other hand, it be true that 

But he does not assert that it can ther fore nevet honey of ordinary good quality, such as the natural 
become a staple ; on the contrary he gives the flora of the country will afford, can (in its extracted 
following qualified opinion :— state, of course) be made an article of general daily 

“Whether or not honey may ever become a staple is a uSe, aS sugar is at present, then the chief difficulty
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to be overcome will be to provide such a constant reason why it should not again become a great | 
and abundant supply of that article that those who staple of consumption side by side with, though 
lay themselves out to use it may never be at a loss _ not to the exclusion of, common sugar, ¢ it can be 
on that account, while the supply of delicate section produced in sufficient quantities, and put upon the 
honey and small fancy packages of extracted honey, . market in equally convenient form, and on at 
at fancy prices, should still be left in the hands of least equally favourable terms as manufactured 
those who can undertake it with advantage, as a sugar. Is it possible for us in New Zealand to | 
distinctly separate line of business from the other, bring about this state of things? That is the / 
and one which must therefore be regulated upon serious question I would like to urge upon the 
quite different commercial principles. immediate attention of all earnest beekeepers, and 

The contention that honey can never become a_ especially on that of the Committee of the New 
staple commodity is, as far as I have yet seen, Zealand Beekeepers’ Association, and to which I i 
based only upon illogical grounds. The argument hope to return again with suggestions, which I must 
generally used may be stated in the form of a . now omit for want of space. ; 
syilogism as follows :— In the meantime, I will only refer to a curious 

1. Staple articles of commerce must be necessaries feature in the American movement. The same 
of life. 2. Honey is not a necessary of life. issue of the Apicultwrist, already quoted, contains a 
3. Therefore honey cannot be a staple. letter from a cane sugar manufacturer in Louisiana, 

Now the first of the premises is a gratuitous Stating his belief that he could i make a very good 
assertion, which is not only not proven to be grade of sugar from honey,” and offering to 
correct, but which can easily be shown to be ™ake the necessary experiments if encouraged =» 

incorrect. Are wool and cotton, wheat and sugar, Dy the honey producers. The manager ofthe paper 
staple commodities? No one will deny that they eprints an editorial, which he wrote in October, | 
are so. But are they, in the strict sense of the 1886, in which he suggested that American bee- § 
word, necessaries of life? Certainly not. The keepers should subscribe 5,000 dollars, to be offered 

world could do without woollen and cotton goods, 8 4 premium to the person who should “ devise 
say by use of furs and skins instead of the former, Some method for soaveriye honey into sugar 
and of linen instead of the latter; and as for wheat Similar to granulated sugar.” He takes credit to 
and sugar, the Irish lived long enough on potatoes, himself for having been a “little in advance of 
the Scotch on oatmeal, and the myriads in Central S5°mMe other people ;” calls on enterprising bee- 
Africa upon manioc porridge, all without consuming Keepers to ‘ aid in the experiments to convert honey 
a grain of wheat; and all mankind were content nto sugar ;” and at the same time, rather inconsis- 
with honey before sugar was ever manufactured tently as appears to me, adds, “I stated some time 
from cane or from roots. The articles mentioned ‘Since that the extractor must go, and it begins to 

have become staples because they supply, inacheap 00k like it.” Now, if there be anything in the 
and convenient form, wants which, if we have any dea of converting honey into sugar, surely the 
regard to our comforts, must be supplied in some €Xtractor would be indispensable for procuring the 

form or other. In fact, each article to become honey to be operated upon. But what sort of price 
astaple, must be in general demand, but need not could be allowed for honey, _which, by a more or 
be an actual necessity, less expensive process, and with a decided loss of 

The second of the premises is only correct if the Weight, is to be converted into an article to be sold 
word necessary be taken in that strict sense of the im competition with common sugar in the land of 
word which we have seen it will not bear in the first its manufacture? And would not the honey be 
proposition. The conclusion arrived at is therefore ™ore likely to lose than to gain in point of chemical 
false, and it is at least an open question whether or qualities, which constitute its natural superiority 
not honey may become a staple of civilised life in Ver C2ne Sugar for purposes of nutriment ? 

the world in general, or in New Zealand in (To be continued.) 
particular. : Tite 

If we must admit that honey is not a necessary JOTTINGS. 
of life any more than sugar is, we may claim for it met 
a preference upon many grounds. Tood of some By Lamu DrarG Erin, 
sort isanecessary. Bothhoney andsugarareforms In last month’s number I see the ‘ Foul Brood 
of an ingredient which seems to be an essential in Prevention in Bees Act’ printed in full. This, in- 
human food—saccharine matter ; and there can be deed, is ‘most refreshing,’ and it will be more so 
no doubt that of the two forms, that of honey is when it becomes law, notwithstanding the opinion 
the most natural and wholesome, more suited for of one who thinks it a ‘necessity that the foul 
the nourishment of the human system than that of broody atmosphere of the Jowrnal needs purifi- 
manufactured sugar. Ever since the creation of cation.’ I note in the schedule the first remedy, 
man, as far as we know, it has been used and prized __salicylicacid and soda borax in solution, and a few 
as an article of nourishment on a par with that observations on this subject may be of interest. I 
other great natural food, milk, whenever and wherl glean the following :—‘It is well-known, especially 
ever it could be procured, and as we find it sti!- in the medical profession, that acids and alkalies 
used and prized at the present day all through are incompatible, that is, if one is given as a medi- 
Africa, and in other countries where it abounds, cine to produce a certain effect, as a general rule 
and where manufactured sugar is still unknown. the other must be avoided. Of course there are 
There seems then to me to be no conceivable exceptions. For instance, if the acid to be used as
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medicine is very strong, a weak alkali is permissible make. To illustrate it more fully, I give you a 

without interfering with the action of the medicine, plan :— 
or vice versa, Also that chemicals used as remedies, ————_____-[—__—____ 

or medicine, which would on mixing exchange Height » | General Account |plants, trees, 

component parts, cannot be given together, and sin | Batcin. (Thee ve eds toe 
should not be mixed. Borax is biorate of soda. In eee aie mas cain WANG 

aqueous solutions, boracic acid is one of the weakest ate apie lapcaccileetigl nls | msg iege 

acids known, and that soda is one of the strongest === ve coe reel % 
alkalies. On mixing salicylic acid and soda borax _! give this hint, trusting that some of our enthusi- 
together, salicylic acid decomposes the borax thus: —_astic beekeepers will follow in the wake of Mr 

‘ E 7 4 Mulvany, whose report for 1887 and 1888 is as 

Borax4 Biorate of ) Boracic acid free in lucid as it is instructive. 
z \ Soda j ss _ Solution, It is now twelve months since I had the privilege 

Salicylic acid Salicylate of soda. of becoming a contributor to this Jowrnal, and here 

So instead of having salicylic acid and borax in let me record my hearty thanks to the Editor, as 

solution, we have boracic acid and salicylate of well as the numerous correspondents who have 
soda, or scdium. It is well known that salicylate of taken the trouble to answer some of the queries 

sodium is entirely worthless as a disinfectant, not propounded by me, also for the uniform courtesy 
only of this chemical, but of all other salts of sali: I have always experienced at their hands. On some 
cylic acid. Therefore, to obtain a reliable disin- points we have been at variance ; yet I can look 
fectant, the pure acid itself should be used, and back with pleasure at our friendly Controversies, 

that is done by dissolving the salicylic acid in pure which have ever been instructive. Being an en- 
alcohol in the following proportions, viz, 1 oz. of  thusiast in the cause led me to take up my pen on 
salicylic acid to 8 oz. of pure alcohol; then mix its behalf, and to see this Journal firmly estab- 
the solution as required in either water or syrup.’ lished has always been my earnest wish. ‘FOR 
I must say I prefer Cheshire’s method with the WHATEVER YOUR HONEST OPINION 1S, STATR 1? 
pure phenol, combined with bichloride of mercury, BOLDLY. A MAN WHO HAS NOT THE COURAGE TO 
to any other remedy I have yet tried; but, like STAND BY HIS OWN CONVICTIONS Is NOT WORTH A 

everything else, to be a success it must be RED CENT. 
thorougbly well done, or else make a holocaust of [The pleasure we are sure has been mutual, for 
all your infected hives. our friend’s contributions have, we know, pia 
Me Fee iery Gh BeaGberin® <Dacheehibin highly appreciated by his brother beekeepers. D.] 

another swarm when on the wing?’ I can bear out 5 ig Steen pe 
Mr Poole’s testimony that they do, having found QUEENSLAND JOTTINGS. 
bees of both races mixed when having swarms last Hat 

_ season— Italians with blacks, and blacks with By ©. ©, Cusack. 
Italians, and hybrids also. I note also in Mr Wirx each number of the Yournal I have been 
Malvany’s report that he mentions the bulk of hoping to find that some Queensland beekeey er 
the honey stored by his bees last year was so thick as had supplied you with apicultural notes; but, as 
to be almost unextractable. I can fully sympathise none have appeared from this colony, I will endea- 
with him, as last year I had more combs broken  vour from time to time, as business permits, to let 
down from this same cause than I ever had in your readers know how our bees and beekeepers 
previous seasons; but strange to say, from some are doing. I shall not occupy your space with 
hives the honey was easily extracted, in others flattering remarks re the Yournal, but will try to 
quite the reverse. This occurred mainly in the show my appreciation of it in a practical manner. 
latter part of the season—in the month of February The Fournal, as a medium for collecting, re- 
—and it was then the honey seemed to get so cording, and disseminating information and the 
thick. Again, I found that honey taken in De- experiences of our beekeepers, should undoubtedly 
cember and January granulated very quickly; in he of great value to apiculture in Australasia, and 

’ fact, showed signs of granulation a week after ex- it behoves us all, for our mutual benefit, to make 
traction ; whilst that taken in February (gathered use of its columns when we have anything useful 
mostly from thistle bloom, I presume) has not even to impart. 
consolidated yet, although very thick. I think the ‘The honey resources of this colony are un- 
dry hot summer we had last year, and the absence doubtedly very great, and in suitable districts, with 
of any rain during November, December, January favourable seasons and proper management, the 
and February, had a good deal to do withit. At return per hive is quite equal to that of any of the 
preseat very little is known as to the relation of the sister colonies. In New South Wales, and in 
secretion of nectar in plants ia regard to the Queensland especially, the beekeeper has difficulties 
weather, and if reliable statistics could be obtained to contend with which are not felt in colder 

for several seasons from beekeepers who reside in climates with different flora. One drawback 
the different districts of New Zealand, the laws which the apiarist has here — paradoxical as it 
regulating the production of honey might be ob- may sound—is owing a great deal to the mildness 
tained. Cowan’s method of keeping a register is of the winter, which, coupled with the peculiar 
briefly thus. A page is ruled off into eight divisions flora, makes it very uncertain when the trees will — 
on one side of a sheet of paper, the other left blank flower. The Lucalyp/i, from which the greater 
for any observations that the apiarist desires to part of our honey is gathered, have no fixed time
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for flowering, but blossom during spring, summer, SUPPLYING BEES WITH WATER 
autumn, or winter, according as it seems to theirown Wyrre bees cannot obtain water from natural 

sweet will. Forinstance, the spotted gum flowered in — .ources, within a reasonable distance of the apiary, 
1886 in June, and in 1887 in December; and the jy js necessary to supply them with water in some 
white gum, in 1887 in September, and in this year artificial manner. I have tied a number of 
in June; and so on with a great number of the methods recommended in works on bee culture, 
other varieties. Taking eat eee of years, the honey such as inverted bottles, tins with floats, etc., none 

season may be said to commence in September in of which I find answer satisfactorily for a large 
this district (four miles from Brisbane), though last apiary. After a, considerable number of expeti- 

season very little honey was taken before January. ments, | have ae hit on a method, which is 
When the flower buds form on the a Ceh nt 28 original I believe, is very simple, and gives me j 
almost impossible to predict when they will flower. entire satisfaction. I have had rade several 
Itis not at all unusual for buds to remain on the — ghaliow zinc tanks ; Mine are four feet in diameter 
trees six months or more without blossoming. I by four inches deep, the size is quite immaterial 
examined some buds on a ‘stringy-bark’ to-day and may be made to suit the size of the apiary. 
which formed more than eight months ago and These tanks are filled. with gravel and sand, hol- 
have not altered in the least in that time. They  jowed out in the,centre, with a gradual slope to the 
will most probably burst into bleom this. spring. edge of the tank. They only require te be filled 
The Lucalypic will often flower two or three times with water to within about six inches of the edge 
in the same year, and then again they may not to be ready for use. As the water sinks the hees 

flower for several years. One large red gum I fo\jow it down towards the centre of the tank. 
have noticed for the last eighteen months to flower Capillary attraction keeps the whole exposed 

regularly once in about every four months. All suriace of the sand moist, giving a large surface for 
the trees mentioned belong to the Lucalyp/us the )ees to alight upon, ana to sip the water with- , 
tribe, and these remarks are intended to apply Gut the least danger of being drowned. I find by 

solely to them. E marking bees and timing their flight, that when 
By nouns theitime at which the trees flower, the carrying water from within fifty yards of their hives 4 

season, climate, temperature, rainfall, etc., the bee- they make on an average three flights in twelve 

keeper, after some years, may be able to estimate jyinutes. I have noticed bees marked at ro a.m. 
with tolerable accuracy the time when the honey pave been steadily carrying water at 4 p.m, I shall 

season will commence. have more to say on this subject in a future paper. 
There are several other evils arising from the : cee : 

mildness of the climate, |The change from winter moran etl Gieenaia nds 
to spring in a tropical climate is so gradual that the [We shall be very glad indeed if you can find it 
bess do not build up so rapidly or show the same convenient to contribute such interesting notes as 
briskness in spring as they doin countries with cold the above on Queensland beekeeping regularly. 
winters. Then again there is a great strain upon It appears most singular that the Zwcalypil 
the egg-laying powers of the queen owing to our should blossom in such an erratic manner, and we j 

long summer, which exhausts her fertility earlier can well understand what a state of uncertainty 
than in countries with a short summer. Swarming beekeepers must be always in under such circum- | 
lasts for eight months in the year—from beginning stances. _So far as we have seen, the Lucalypli 
of September to end of April. The hives, as a growing in New Zealand, which are chiefly blue 

tule, have brood in them all the year round, thus gums, blossom very regularly, commencing about 
never giving the queen an entire rest to recuperate the end of June or beginning of July, and yield a 
her exhaustive labours through the spring and sum- deal of nectar. The strain upon your queens must 

mer. The bees generally gather sufficient honey and ye very heavy indeed, and we should think they 
pollen through the winter to make up their daily would require superseding the second season, We 
requirements. Some beekeepers are putting cn should very much like to know what you consider 
and taking off sections at the present date. a fair average yield per hive of extracted honey in 

I have queens that have been laying without an apiary say of 100 hives for your colony, taking 

ceasing for over two years, Taking an average of one year with another.—Ep. ] 
a thousand a day for that period, which is not a "aa a 
high estimate, it makes the enormous total of three- ree " e 

ieee of a million of eggs for the two years, ERICA ARBOREA FOR SHELTER AND BEE 
which would weigh 2,000 grains, or one thousand FOOD. 
times the weight of the queen. When it is remem- hee 

bered that the germs with which each of those eggs i 
were fertilised comes from the spermatheca, a small Tutsisa ee he pene a ia poi cae cue 

sack in the queen's body about the size of a pins [idee taferds goo sats for hie, and belonging 
head, and that this sack is supposed to contain plant. 

ealamiien Bea S ica Waa pcwcrmeaa! We have made arrangements by which we can supply 
the marvellous Fnuren ee of life ; for each of these large plants, well balled, at 6s. per doz. or 35s. per 100. 
germs is practically a live animal, and is capable of Smaller plants 25s. per 100, with 1s. 6d. added for 
changing the sex of the bee from male to female. packing case. 
From a hive which contains one of the above If planted four feet apart a close and ornamental hedge 
queens I took 336lbs. of extracted honey in 1886. will be obtained which will bear trimming to any extent.
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> e 
BEEKEEPERS’ CONVENTION. Occasional Hates. f 

Ir is the intention of the Committee of the New HUMBLE-BEES. 
Zealand Beekeepers’ Association, at their next eae 
monthly meeting, to discuss the matter of holding By O. Poor. 5 : : s 
a beekeepers’ convention at some time during the [TuovcH matters pertaining to humble-bees may not be 
ensuing summer when it would be most convenient considered _as coming strictly within the scope of a bee 

for the majority to attend. It is very desirable for a a seeing that many of our New Zealand bee- 
many reasons that as many members of the Associa- keepers have been more or less interested in their late 

4 A i introduction, we may be pardoned for giving the following 
tion as could make it convenient should meet at interesting article on their natural history. Most of our 
least once a year; in fact we might include all bee- readers are aware that we took a leading part in trying to 
keepers, for those not already members who felt introduce humble-bees into New Zealand some years ago, 
sufficiently interested in the movement to attend a and that some of our beekeepers were apprehensive of harm 

: sone 5 a being done to apiculture thereby. We need scarcely say 
meeting of this kind would in all probability become that we would be the last to do anything that would be likely 
members of the Association before leaving. The to act injuriously to our interests, but, like Mr. Poole, we 
general idea among the committee 1s, we believe, think that great good will result to farmers from the work of 

that if a sufficient number of beekeepers would  bumble-bees, and no harm to beekeepers. —ED.]. 
5 Eighteen species of these interesting and useful insects are 

» promise to attend so as to ensure a successful found in Great Britain. The commonest aré Bombus 
meeting, they would draw up a programme after  muscorum, or carder-bee, which constructs its nest of moss, 

the American plan ; that is, the reading of papers, and B. terrestis and B, lapidarus, which generally have 
discussion of same, questions and replies, and the their habitation under ground, and which constitute the 

e i eee 3 : largest species of the hymenopterous family. In Somersetshire 
discussion of all questions immediately affecting they are generally known as dumble-doors, in other parts of 
the welfare of beekeeping—the meeting extending England they are called hummel-bees, loom-bees, moss- 
over two or three days, or whatever time might be bees, bumble-bees, and in Scotland foggies. The B. 
agreed upon. There cannot be twa opinions as to ees is ue howe nas general nape 

- . may be taken as a type 0! e whole species, an 
ie if such a meeting could be successfully ie ie sues of the Dea pave and i Moe 

aa * description ol ne insect vy Yr Ps mith, who 

In America these annual conventions have be- closely studied and observed their habits for upwards of 

come so popular that beekeepers frequently travel Dee, Ta mY, pee a Bae cay a Ee rh the 
5 < airy, and the general colour of the female is black, with the 

many hundreds of miles to attend them, and they face coloured with dull yellow down. The thorax’ is orange 
are unanimous in praise of the benefit derived from above, yellow on the sides, and grey beneath. The abdomen 
them. It is just possible that the Committee of is more or less banded with black. The male is less than the 

a 7 jati i female, and has the down on the head of pale yellow, the New Zealan eekeepers’ Association in the : 3 Pale VeuOMs 

even! of a convention taking place in Auckland fecoming Back on hs cova, The shlome selon ‘ - grey, s - Ik : 
could make arrangements with the steamship com- often bareiy half the size of the male, and in colour almost 
panies and railway departments for special con- exactly resembles the female.” 
cessions to those attending, and also for hotel Early in the spring, before the cuckoo makes both hill and 

accommodation for those requiring it the same as is, ean wi hey dual noe, he een amb is - . - . * s r WI rters, W. y 
done in America. ‘There the different committees _ hybernating during that inclement season, and may be seen 

have the privilege of issuing tickets to those intend- busily searching for some secluded spot where she may 
ing to be present at the conventions, which entitle construct her nest and unmolested rear her future progeny. 

the holder to travel by rail or steamer and board at ow, eR She SRE as ene ae Fone oa 
: ¢ ¢ : examining each mossy bank and budding hedgerow, or per- 

particular hotels at a considerably reduced scale of haps some slight eminence that will be free from flood, amid 
charges, and we have no doubt something similar _ the flowers and clovers in the meadow grass. Sometimes the 3 : : ? g . 
might be arranged here. The subject wil! be fully deserted nest of the field mouse is chosen for the foundation 
discussed at the next meeting, and we hope that eh ie nest ; but whatever spot is selected it is done in no 

Spots . . * aphazard fashion. Hours and even days are sometimes spent 
ene in the direction desired may come out  jefore the final site is chosen. Fields newly laid down to 

of it. red clover seem to have a peculiar attraction. Guided by 
a marvellous instinct (for the clover, as yet, is but a field of 

TO OUR: SUBSCRIBERS. green leaves, and it will be weeks before the blossoms 
(lie appear), she seems to know that here, at least, she and the 

Tue Journal is posted to every subscriber on the future colony will enjoy from the myriad blossoms of the red 
Bec cbi ation butrahould Deca e clover uninterrupted possession of the precious nectar which 

ay OF pi n, but should any go astray, We otherwise would indeed ‘‘ waste its sweetness on the desert 
will gladly post another copy if notified before the air.” * 
edition is exhausted. Having selected a suitable spot, she next proceeds to 

Those who have not received the whole of their Sather small pieces of moss or dried grass, Which are catded 
ry & . and rel re § 4 ie 

copies in due course please notify us at once. Tris thes ylereden oaehel ad ae 
. ips Soon Went Toes 6. dome of the same material. Before the hatching of the first 

E A LIBERAL OFFER. batch of brood this small dome is partially opened during the 
AS we have r : : oe : Ph e have a number of spare copies of each issue of the day in order that the young brood may have the benefit of the 
our ‘na (with the exception of the first, which is now out of genial rays of the sun ; but as soon as enough young bees are 

print), we will send post free to any address in Australasia the hatched to maintain the requisite heat in the hive, it is 
eleven numbers of Vol. I. for 4s. This is a good chance for 
new subscribers to get the Journal from the start. ne Epopane anise pee that on Sonne een et Matamata he ha 

“ : back. ; ae seen the Ligurian bees working on the red clover. Whether an abnorma 
There are also a few copies of Vol I. of the New Zealand — growth of the corolla in certain seasons enables them todo thistam © 
d Australi and Australian Bee Journal, cloth bound, still on hand, unable to say, but of this I amcertain,thatin England we have to depend 

which will be sent post free in New Zealand for 3s., or out entirely upon the HumpLE-pix for the fertilisation of the red clover, 
ohiNew Zealand fore! Gd i and although the function may and is partially performed by other 

ik ance insects, still, without the ad of the humble-bee, the crop would not be 
5S, He . worth the trouble of threshing.
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. permanently closed and rendered impervious to rain and the existence. The entire population of a colony of carder-bees escape of heat by a coating of wax on the underside. rarely exceeds one hundred, but in the case of B. lapidarius The opening, or doorway, is situated at the side of the nest, and B. terrestus, however, which construct their nest under- and is so small that the inmates have almost to push their ground, often in an enlarged chamber excayated at the end of ‘way in. The moss of its own elasticity closes almost some disused rat or mole hole, the population is much larger. together, thus preventing draughts and the consequent Mr Smith mentions that in a nest of B. terrestus he once 
chilling of the young brood. found 107 males, 56 queens or females, and 80 workers, a Unlike the wax of pristine whiteness produced by the hive- total of 343—1ruly a large population when we consider the bee, the wax of the humble-bee is quite coarse and of a dirty difference in the size of the humble and the hive bee. brown colour. One writer} on the subject has expressed an Towards the end of the season the fertilisation of the young opinion that it is mixed with earth, a theory, however, which princesses takes place,and the first slight frostis a general signal Tam unable to verify. A few cells are soon constructed by for breaking up the nest.. The young queens fly off to seek the queen; not however of haxagonal form, nor of that a dry, warm, and sheltered spot, perhaps in the thatch of a symmetrical shape found in the hives of our domesticated rick or house, the hollow of a tree, or even in the hole of bees, but somewhat the shape, and nearly the size, of a some dry bank, wherein to pass. the winter in quiet sleep, small acorn with a portion of the top removed. In these until the warm rays of the April sun shall call them forth to tude cells the eggs are deposited, one in each, which soon fulfil their round of yearly duties and the propagation of hatches out into a tiny grub or maggot, and is plentifully their race. 
supplied with a mixture of honey and pollen. The result of These harmless and useful insects have, -however, many 7 this good feeding is soon apparent, for its growth is enemies, The badger has an exceedingly sweet tooth, and 3 enormous, and in avery short time it almost fills the cell. makes short work of many a nest during his nocturnal It now begins to envelope itself in a silk-like cocoon, and the peregrinations. Rats and field mice eat also with avidity » cell is then completely sealed over by the mother bee. both cells, brood, and honey. The village schoolboy Tt passes fifteen days in the pupse state, and at the end of considers their honey fair plunder, the total destruction of the { 
that time it emerges a perfect worker bee, at first incapable nest generally attending the robbery. 
of flight, but in a few days superseding the queen in the Now in the case of animals that prey upon the humble-bees general work of the hive—such as cell-building and the care we can only regard it as natural, and in the case of schoolboys of the young. Nevertheless, unlike the queen of the hive- as excusable, in a greater or less degree ; but what shall we 
bees, the queen humble-bee frequently leaves the hive for an say of the British farmer who systematically destroys these 
airing or for a load of honey and pollen. Cells are now more __ insects whenever they can be found? He cannot plead igno- ~ 
rapidly constructed, and are used as before for the rearing of — rance, for he has been told, over and over again, that without =~ brood; and although it is unnecessary for them to lay up their aid his red clover seed would never come to perfection, — 
stores for winter use, a few are always reserved as receptacles _yet he does not believe it, and merrily carries on his work of 
for honey and pollen. The working population now gradu- destruction. _I would like to take away all the humble-bees, if © 
ally increases, and steps must be taken to enlarge the nest. it were possible, from England, for a few years, and see where 

Moss must be carded as before, but instead of the opera- the clover seed growers would Le then. Here in New Zealand 
tion being performed by a single bee, several now take part their introduction has proved of great advantage—ay, a 
An it. Standing in single file, about one-half inch apart, the national blessing, to the farmer—as may be seen from the 
first bee seizes a piece of moss or dried grass in her man- following paragraph from the Canterbury Times of July 20 :— 
dibles. She quickly rubs it between her two fore-legs, and“ Thanks to the successful acclimatisation of the humble-bee, 
then passes it back under her body to the next one, who red clover can be produced here of the finest guality ; and we 
repeats the operation, and passes it back to the next bee, and were this week shown, at the offices of Messrs Miles and Co., 
so on, till at last it reaches the nest, where itistaken in hand about as fine a sample of red clover seed as the eye could wish ' 
and soon used by the builders. The work within the hive now to see. It was grown in the Ellesmere district, and was j 
proceeds right merrily, and the building of the nest is soon threshed and cleaned by Mr Herbert Gardiner, who has 
completed ; sentinels, relieved at stated times, guard the door- specially imported for this purpose a clover thresher and ‘ 
way, and Godart asserts that there isin every nest atrum- dresser. The seed is well grown, large, and plump, and the 
peter bee, whu, at early morning, ascends to its summit and comparison is all in its favour when laid alongside samples 
sounds a reveille of a quarter of an hour's duration with its from the best known and most accredited American and 
vibratory wings }. Larger cells are now constructed for the English houses. Up to this time Mr Gardiner has threshed 
rearing of the males or drones, who, unlike their cousins of out between five and six tons of locally grown clover, all of 
the hive, require little attendance and waiting upon, and are which has sampled as well as the one under notice.” a 
content to gather most of their own food, but whether they When first introduced, many beekeepers were afraid tha f 
contribute any to the geneial store 1 am unable to say. They the humble-bee would overrun the country, and deprive the seem to be robust, hardy, harum-scarum fellows, of a honey-bees of much nectar. However, there need be no fear 
dissipated disposition often (perhaps for want of a latch-key), gn this score 3 not only will there be plenty of nectar for both, 
stopping out all night and preferring to sleep on the blossom jy, their introduction should be regarded by the apiarist as an 
of some flower to returning to their warm and comfortable acquisition. There are many flowers whose corolli are so j 
nest, _ In the early morning they may be often seen sleeping — jong and narrow that it is impossible for either the hive or 
on the flower of the thistle (which seems to be a favourite jumble-bee to enter, In this case the humble-bee pierces the 
resting place with them), looking remarkably like certain hace of the corolla with its strong and pliant mandibles, and 
individuals who have been imbibing ‘not wisely but too thus extracts the honey. ‘The hive-bee soon discovers the 
well,” or in common parlance, have been making a night of puncture and avails itself of the opportunity of obtaining 
it, Try to wake him up and hear his angry hum as he jars Sweets which otherwise would have been inaccessible to them. 
his wings and kicks up his legs, as much as to say, “‘IfIhada at home the common horse bean is always pierced in this 
sting you should not disturb me.” But he is out for the night, way by the humble-bees, and I have often watched the hive- 
and here he must remain until the genial rays of the summer _jjegg fly straight for the puncture instead of attempting toenter 
sun has sufficiently warmed his benumbed frame to enable by the corolla. I trust that these useful insects will receive that 
him to fly offhome. As to his reception! Well, there are attention in New Zealand they deserve, and that they will soon phases in bee as well as in human life _on which it is well 6 introduced from the Suuth to the North Island. 
not to be too inquisitive, and over which, in charity, let us Mr Douglas, of Motiti’ Island) near Tauranga, has already, | 
dC eee k : introduced some which are doing well and already proved Later again in the season the young princesses destined to have a beneficial effect upon the production of red 
to found new colonies the coming spring are brought into clover seed, but I fear that the distance, about’ eight 
captence,| In the case of the catder-bees (B. muscortum), miles, will prevent them spreading t> the mainland. there rarely exceed a dozen which continue to live in perfect Feo aes & ted clovershead: choutdeformucemernee , 
unanimity with the queen and other inmates of the hive. xe remunerative crop, from £10 to £15 per acre and even more 
feeling of divided allegiance seems to trouble them, as is the should be realised from the seed alone, besides the first cutting 
case with hive-becs, when young queens are brought into of hay; and in this splendid climate of New Zealand no 

* B. Kidd, Longman’s Magazine, May, 1885, : difficulty should be experienced in harvesting the crop, which 
+ This fact has recently been corroborated by a German naturalist, is frequentlyspoilt by our wet, cold, and fickle climate at home. 

ey Be ee ee tes a eae To the naturalist the habits of these insects are full of
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interest, and anyone wishing to keep a colony for observation _ found great difficulty in getting them to take to it, for the 
can easily do so. A small box should be procured about five simple reason that the hive was very badly ventilated, 
inches square and four deep, with a moveable lid and entrance and in the heat of the day the bees would come out and 
cut out of the side. Into this the nest should be gently lifted, cluster on the outside. To try and prevent this I covered 
and in the evening, when the bees are comfortably settled, the the hive with bushes, and bored a hole with a large auger in 
cover and entrance should be closed and the bees be carried _the top partition, and put in a piece of perforated zinc, so as 
home. They may be kept indoors—a hole corresponding to to give more ventilation. It had the desired effect. The 
that in the box being cut in the window sash. They may be — entrance was also very small, and I cannot understand why 
most easily examined by lamp light by gently lifting off the there is such a large entrance and ventilation in the plain 
moss-covered dome, which will expose both bees and cells, | Langstroth, and not in the Standard. I tried a swarm in the 
and it is very rarely then that the bees take flight. It is well plain Langstroth without putting in any foundation comb, but 
to place the box against a window that can be easily opened, _ they would not stop. _I tried another with the comb in, and 
as often, when examining them during the daytime, the few they took to it at once. I secured some other swarms, and at 
that fly into the room may be easily released by way of the the close of the year had nine hives. I did not experience 
windows. I must caution my readers against using smoke much difficulty with the bee-moth, although there were a good 
during these manipulations as it has quite a contrary effect to few about; but they had rather a rough time of it. I 
that produced by its moderate use upon hive-bees. Carder- destroyed every one that I possibly could. I also took 
bees will rarely sting if the nest be opened carefully and care to have all my boxes sitting level, which means 
undue jarring and disturbance guarded against. a great deal, as the moth has then only one way of entry, and 
er —_as the bees are always about the hole, his lordship finds some 

y s 1B difficulty in gaining an entrance. I only lost one hive through , 
Correspondence. reas | the mgs bee Lamanot inde leis af ad ce eres 

meer thn, Se me An i ee ee strong swarms, and the moth will make but very little | NOTES FROM HAWKE’S BAY. hendway 7 
Petree he rs aes neh ‘The past year has been a splendid one for honey, all the 
ee ae ye itn: hives bene weiehty, 1 robbedmost of mine, and ihe supply 

Sir, —I must apologise ed sae or Sate of honey was really good. What the incoming year will be 
to send you a few items last ae lication. Lam sorry that 1 @2 not know, as the winter has been very dry, and 
00 te te ea yn eae tlone aad will consequently there is very little animation in the vegetable 
You have been working the Bee Journal at-a loss, and 7 WiT kingdom. What we want now is a good fall of rain, which 
ee ee) ein more subscribers iT would indesd, Would produce abundance of flowers, and start the bees 
forward you Bergen stuscripyon ie a w pe a ind oy geilerine fom (lie yanicussenecie: Cte eee 2 

pe very sorry, 20 see eee a oka wae taking place Wisdistrict. I expect some fine swarms about the beginning 
it did, we would not know anything of what was taking place ¢ Qctoher. My, bees work now very well in the middle of 
among ourselves. In entirely rests with the beekeepers of the day. 

Biewcealandit support the Journal, so as yousMr. Reitors(/\ Tasting you will And room to insert this, 1 am, yours, er will not be at a loss by it. However, I hope every beekeeper M a ACT 5 OS eed 
ae eed ‘ aie 2 * udgee, N.S.W., August 16, 1888. W. SHAW. or person interested in beekeeping will give the Jowrnal their . B 

hearty support, and contribute freely to it on matters _ [The entrance in the regular Langstroth hive can be regu- 
Connected with our pursuit. lated in a moment to any size required, and any hive that 

There is very little demand for honey at present in will not allow of this being done is certainly not to be recom 

Hawke’s Bay. It now realises 4d per lb., or 3d in bulk, but. mended—Ep.Jo 
the demand for it is very poor indeed. I am sorry to say 
there is a deal of honey imported to Hawke’s Bay which is THE LATE HONEY SEASON. 
simply rubbish, and not honey at all. I think it would have = 
been better if a heavier duty was imposed on such-like stuff. TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL. 

Most of the careless beekeepers’ bees around here have S1r,—In reading Mr. Mulvany’s article, I have been struck 
died out through foul-brood disease, and after a deal of by the singular fact that the two seasons he mentions as being 
persuasion I have got them to destroy their old hives, andI the wor t in his experience, 1884-5 and 1887-8, were the best 
am now glad to say that careful beekeepers are working along _ in this district, while the intermediate seasons of 1885.6 and 
a little more comfortably than before. 1886-7, particularly the former, which in his report of July, 

Both the members for this district and Woodville have 1887, he describes as being far above the average, were the 
promised faithfully to support the passing of a Foul-Brood worst we have had here. With 1886-7 he expresses himself 
Act, so I think there will be no difficulty in the matter. as disappointed, having had an average of only 82%|bs. ; my 

You must excuse me, Mr. Editor, for such a short com- — average for that season was only 48lbs., a difference sufficiently 
munication this month, but you know this is the dullest time marked to justify its being included in the same remarkable 

of the year for bee news.—Yours truly, A. H. PARKINSON. contrast. 
Hampden, Hawke’s Bay, July 9; 1888. , Results such as these would seem to preclude the possibility 
{Many thanks for your proffered assistance ; our friends, of arriving at any idea of the coming season’s yield in any 

we know, are doing their best, and we feel thankful. —Ep.] particular part of New Zealand, founded on the yields in the 
——————— Northern Hemisphere for the season preceding ours. 
BEE-KEEPING. Reverting to the weather in the seasons referred to, that of 

——- 1884-5, our best season, was mild and showery throughout, 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL. and the flow was uninterrupted from October to March. 

Str, —Perhaps a few remarks from an inland town in New 1885-6 and 1886-7, were seasons of drought, while that just 
South Waies, from ‘‘an amateur,” will prove of interest to closed followed a very wet winter and continued cold and 
your many readers. I was very sorry to see, bya recent wet till the beginning of December ; but was marked by an 
number of your Journal, that it was not a financial success, unusually late and prolonged bloom of thistle extending right 
which is much to be regretted. Why men who take an — into March. 
interest in beekeeping will not support such a valuable and T agree with Mr. Mulvany that it would be a good thing if 1 
instructive Journal is a mystery to me. It is always interes- our beekeepers would be more ready than they are to publish 
ting, and contains a large amount of useful information. the result of their season’s work. 

I will now relate my little experience in apiculture. I have I would like also to see a ‘* Directory of Beekeepers.” It 
always taken a great interest in the ‘little busy bee,” but for _ would be of service to purchasers of honey to know the names 
several years past I was not in a position to keep any bees, and addresses of beekeepers, and the number of hives kept, 
owing to my residing in Sydney. However, as I removed to _ and it would serve as a guide to intending beekeepers where 
Mudgee, I resolved last year to get a few hives ; consequently _to locate themselves. I have no doubt many of us would like 
about the end of September I bought a young swarm ina gin — to know who are our brother beekeepers. Could we have a 
case. They did remarkably well, and sent forth a splendid list of owners of 50 hives say and upwards? 
young swarm on the 20th November, which I consider was We have had a very beautiful winter here, the driest and 
yery good. In the meantime I bought some other swarms, warmest for ten years, and bees have wintered much better 
and also two Langstroth hives in Sydney—a Standard, and a than last year.—I am, yours truly, GrorGE STEVENSON, 

plain one, The new swarm I placed in the Standard, but I ‘Taraheru Apiary, Poverty Bay, 15th August, 1888,
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ADULTERATION OF HONEY IN frauds, for now that the enemies have been draggéd 
AMERICA. from their concealment there will be a better 
peel chance of fighting them. 

Tue “Dairy Commissioner” for New Jersey, We give the report, as taken from the Beekeepers’ 
U.S.A., has, it appears, been lately giving his Magazine, below. There is, however, one thing 
attention to the analysis of a large number of connected with it that needs a little explanation 
samples of honey, with the result that out of forty- to make it clear. Comb-honey is mentioned in 
two he only found seventeen pure, six of the latter three different places as being adulterated. This 
being credited to packing houses, and the remain- has puzzled us not a little, and the only conclusion 
ing eleven to beekeepers. The other twenty-five we can come to is? that the samples are pieces of 
adulterated samples were from packing houses. comb-honey cut from frames or sections, packed in 
Though we have long been satisfied that adultera- fancy glass jars, and surrounded with clear | 
tion of honey is carried on to a large extent in glucose such as used to find a ready sale in these 
America, we were scarcely prepared to learn that colonies some years ago. In this case the comb- 
so much is foisted upon the public. It is very honey must have been genuine before being putin 
satisfactory to find that every sample put up by the glucose. It is out of the question to suppose : 
beekeepers—according to the Beekeepers’ Magazine that glucose has either been forced into the comb 
—turned out pure. The editor of the B.K.J/, has or that the bees have ass sted in the perpetration 
done the beekeeping industry a good service by of a fraud, asin the one case it cannot be done and 
publishing the report, and fearlessly exposing the the other would not pay. 

3 § 

& WHERE RESULT OF ] | punciaseD, NAME ON LABEL. ASS 4 

E 
° ———— oes ti 

57 | Paterson ... Wm. Thompson, Wayne Co., N.Y., ‘‘ choice comb honey ” ... anh .. | Adulterated q 
58 = ... | McCaul and Hildreth Bros., N.Y. City, ‘‘ white comb honey ” ... | Adulterated 
59 - .. | Same as 58 . Ase es 5 ae we ... | Adulterated 7 
56 | Hoboken ... | Ritter, Philadelphia ; no label Be ay Ha ¥ Bs . | Adulterated f 
60 ” ... | Wm. Collins, Worcester, N.Y., ‘‘ choice comb honey ” : Re ... | Adulterated 
61 | Jersey City | J. V. Sharp Canning Co., Williamstown, N.J., ‘‘ clover honey” att .. | Pure 5 
62 By ... | Wardell and Watson, Brooklyn, N.Y., ‘* white clover honey from the apiaries of | “ 

Central New York ; warranted pure” .. - a 18 .. | Adulterated 4 
76 | Newark ... | J. T. Dunham, “superior quality of clover honey” . 2 a2 .. | Adulterated 
17 3. ... | Thurber, Whyland and Co., N.Y., ‘“ pure California white sage ” 4s . | Pure 
78 | Hoboken ... | E. A. Walker, Greenpoint, L.I., ‘‘superior XXX honey, warranted pure” _... | Adulterated j 
79 | Jersey City Wnm. Collins, Worcester, N.Y., “‘choicehoney” ... 2 ¥ ... | Adulterated. 
80 | Hoboken ... | E. A. Walker and Bro., 135, Oakland-street, Brooklyn, N.Y., ‘choice honey” | Adulterated 
81 | Newark ... | Charles Israel and Bro., N.Y., *‘choice California honey”  ... ae . | Adulterated = 
82 7” .. | C. G. Leslie and Son, Pittsfield, Mass., “choice extra clover honey ”... ... | Adulterated 
83 a ... | No Name,” said to be Ritter res ae Be ee es ... | Adulterated 
84 | Hoboken ... | Geo. D. Powell, ‘‘ choice extracted Northern ” % ee i ... | Adulterated 
85 | Newark ... | Wm. Thompson, Wayne Co., N.Y., ‘ choice golden rod honey ” a ... | Adulterated q 
86 | Hoboken ... | E. F, Watson, Brooklyn, N.Y., ‘‘ pure California honey from groves of San ‘a 

Diego, there is none better” . ug wa xs ... | Adulterated 
87 | Paterson ... | McCaul and Hildreth, New York, ‘choice extra honey”  ... # .. | Adulterated 
88 Bs ... | Code, Elfelt and Co., San Francisco, ‘‘ extra choice Los Angeles”... oe | Bure 
89 * .. | Frank Charters, New York, ‘white clover honey”? ... aly a .. | Adulterated 
90 4 . | F. G. Strohmeyer and Co., New York, “‘ pure orange blossom honey ; is absolu- 

lutely pure, no glucose ” ae ree we ee Hs ... | Adulterated 
91 5 .. | Wm. Thompson, Wayne Co., N.Y., ‘‘ choice golden rod ” 3 ‘ .. | Adulterated 
92 5 ... | Andrew Jackson, Deposit N.Y., ‘‘ pure honey ” ee aa nee a», Pare 

1416 | Burlington R. J. Dutton ... = oh sa ms a .» | Bure 
1417 ty ... | Sleeper, Wells and Aldrich Ese : Ms oF ... | Adulterated 
1418 ” .. | Arthur Todd, Philadelphia - es ag sid ft «fs | (Bure: 
1424 35) ... | Arthur Todd, Philadelphia Ee ne - sil ee ... | Pure 
1425 5 ... | Western honey... fea i : ai fe ie ... | Adulterated 
1427 | Bordentown | 1‘. K. Allen, farm honey ... bs ‘ oe 1h ais ... | Pure 
1429 85 .. | \.m. Collins, Worcester, N.Y. tee a ah oft 0h ... | Adulterated 
1431 43 ... | Sipps and Sons, farm honey £5 he es Ph x8 od (PES. 
1432 Bs ... |S, Garrison, farm honey ... a ale = 4 te ... | Pure 
1434 | Trenton ... | W.., E. Johnson, Moorestown, N.J. ee z no a ip Pare 
1435 7 ... | S. £. Robinson, farm honey bes oh os Ea ie ... | Pare 
1436 Sy .. |S. Holeomb, farm honey ... s ae o Re en ... | Pure 
1437 3) ... | F. E. Erends, Dentsville ... $6 te by bs 435 ... | Pure 
1438 | Camden... | Brown and Bros., State honey £ AA He e a .. | Pure 
1439 a ... | Arthur Todd, Philadelphia ois ase ms ss ae secu [eP ure 
1440 35 ... | Wm. Collis, Worcester, N.Y. tee us Br La ae ... | Adulterated 
1441 i ... | Gifford and Stiles, State honey te x re. a is ... | Pure 
1442 3 ... | Philadelphia Pickling Co., ‘‘ virgin honey ”... Sh pa (is ... | Adulterated ° 

Since the above was in type later American journals have come to hand, and the “‘ Adulterated comb honey * 
proves to be just what we suspected. 4
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TELEPHONE No. 370.) [TELEPHONE No. 370. ODLUM & SMITH 

QUEEN STREET (apsornine Ratbway Stratton) Co ersmiths Gasfitters 

AvucKLAND, NEw ZEALAND. Dp ' 

The above Hotel is one of the largest in the City of S 

‘Auckland, and for the accommodation of families and Oe ee 
travellers is unsurpassed. 

HOT, COLD, AND SHOWER BATHS. TIN, ZINC, and IRON-PLATE WORKERS. 
Tram Terminus and Busses to all parts of the City and ape 2 a 

Suburbs. 

G. I. PANTER, Proprieror. SPEC) Alay. 
a “Sb = ao a a Having imported machinery for making ali kinds of 

N © JL I © i, HONEY ano JAM TINS we are prepared to supply :hese 

inermMeumentioned works lare sab midubi¢nediin lous) ACCT Mme ee WEST FANCE t-any ouenue 
new Catalogue, owing to delay in their arrival : ~ Took FIRST PEtZK at the Exhibinion for Honey Pins 
Cowan’s ‘British Beekeepers’ Guide Book,’ post free 2s 4d 

Simmins’ ‘Method of Direct Queen Introduction,’ post free 1s 2d 

HOPKINS, HAYR, & CO. See Een 

Pe PEOIC GOSE.8AS5E LOWER ALBERT Malgeen 
pon ee ao the ay Dairy. House, and nae any purpose 

where absolute cleanliness is imperative. For disinfecting es hs a1 
purposes it is invaluable, as it completely destroys all germs of Ao hT @h ih AY bs 
pa cose eran. and ee ean’ Gy emacs 
it may be used upon, mparts a very high polish withou 2 ~ 
injury to all metals. Tt is ead im the same manner as soap, KF 0) R S A L E. 
path gr cIgt OF scrubbing brush, and contains 20 per cent. of pte 

eer e ? : 7 Owing to my leaving for England at an early date, 
2lb. Tins, 8s per Tin; add 1s 1d if by parcel post. I wish to dispose of the following goods :— 

Bier ns ats Bo Dor [Mo g-add test alt by marcel post. 140 Colonies of Bees, mostly hybrids, in 2-story 
6lb. Tins, 1s 9d per Tin; add 2s 1d if by parcel post. Langstroth Hives with Combs complete. 

A CONSIDERABLE DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS. 7 Pure Italian Colonies do. 

70 complete 2-story Langstroth Hives, in flat. HOPKINS, HAYR & CO., Agents. Re ener os meee ; 4 
ee ee a ee eee 1 “Given” Foundation Press, very _ little 

>: SCHLEGEL’S CODLIN MOTH AND | used, £9. 
INSECT DESTROYER. ce. a _ 

oe 300 square feet Queen Cage Wire Cloth, 25d 
We kave been appointed Agents for the sale of the above ar foot 3 = 

Sse ces remedy, which proved such a success | Per 100G: 
in Europe an merica, prepared by Dr. Schlegel ai e 2 R is ‘ a . Central ‘Sehgal ot Agrictltnro, Weihenstophon, Bavaria, 3 B. and H. Uncapping Knives, 3s 6d each. 

ill free orchards and gardens from codlin moth and other i 7 r eed 
hoxious insects without damage to trees or plants. Full 6 Queen and Drone Excluders, Alley’s, 2s6deach, 
directions for use on each package, Qi " 7 ghee 5 ‘ 

The concentrated preparation is put up in tins, the smallest | 80 Drone Exeluder SF 3d each. 
containing sufficient to make 15 gallons of solution, whichis | Sta 
enough to dress an orchard of from 100 to 200 trees, according AU particulars with regard to price aud delivery of bees 
to size. can be obtained from Mr J. Main, Hautapu, Waikato. 

Small Tins, 5s; Large Tins (enough to make 50 gals. 15s . 7 wr 
A CONSIDERABLE DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS. tne hives will as ty, lots, not less than 1 package 

HOPKINS, HAYR & CO., Agents. oa que ae 6s per hive; for 3 or more packages, 5s 6d . 

REMOVAL. REMOVAL. All goods packed and delivered in Auckland. 

W. &. MEARS, . L. PERRETT, 
: ¥ Care of Hopkins, Hayx & Co. Booksellen, Stationer, & Music Seller, || j24 must oe: ey tpeei Reais ae 

THE 
198, QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND, al a 

Wishes to inform his customers and the public that he has SCOTT PRINTING COMPAN y 
REMOVED to New and More Commodious Premises, five a 
doors BELOW Wellesley Street, and opposite W. McArthur & HIGH STREET and VULCAN LANE, 
moe pyarcpouse, where he will be es to re all ne old | AUCKLAND. 
customers and as many new onesas willfavour him withacall, | aT > r¢4 ; ; | ; a c 

A Choice Stock of Books, Music & Stationery kept. GENERAL JOBBING PRINTERS 
BOOKS, MUSIC, STATIONERY. i BILLHEADS, MEMOS, CIRCULARS. > 

Please Remember New Address : PRICE LISTS, CARDS, Etc. Ere. 

216, QUEEN STREET (6 doors below Wellesley Street). ESTIMATES. GIVEN. 

W. HE MEARS, 2 Teiars 
BOOKSELLER, STATIONER, AND Musi¢ SELLER. Ecos EASYs Ried Co., PROPRIETORS.
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> 
FIRST EIGHT HOURS ROLLER MILLS 

J. C. FIRTH, PROPRIETOR. 

By a combination of mechanical and scientific appliances, Mr, J. C. FIRTH has produced at his 
Eight Hours’ Roller Mills a Pleasant and Wholesome Breakfast Food as Porridge, 

(PATENTED) a GE e4 VI I N ~~ a0 (PATENTED) 

eee! henting ona dacaion: properiesaucidenialts Obueaans oi hiG ak. eam 
For PUDDINGS it is unsurpassed, if even equalled by RICE, SAGO, or CORNFLOUR. 

This admirable Food for Young pe Old is ncow on the market. 

IN 10lb BAGS, OF ALL DEALERS. 

<a dG BRICKHiag 
her oy . gil — 

a i | BATE SURE Dt Ni Die 
| | Hi | Hi | MANUFACTURER OF 

i Mt ne IMPROVED LANGSPROTH HIVE 

i | MI i THE HEDDON REVERSIBLE HIVE 9 
ti ih J SLATED HONEY BOARDS 
ee ie All in one-piece sections, with two or four bee ways. 

Nance Se wey COMB FOUNDATION, EXTRACTORS, SMOKERS, 

se i vi And everything required in an Apiary. 

WANTED, Clean Beeswax, Will give 10d. per Ib. cash, or Is. per Ib. in trade Price List Posted Free to all Applicants. ) 

CAMPBELL, | F. STEPHENS 

TAILOR, | Boot and Shoe Manufacturer 

aor JON QD Wap NT 
225 QUEEN STREET, 136 QUEEN STREET 

AUCKLAND. 

Ps Mii ie enon | AUCKLAND, NEW" ZEAL 
7 NN NT (\ ‘Sia isn UG SUaGnO) Sanoe)-sml Swomogel 

EGGS FOR HATCHING KIDD & WILDMAN 
From my WYANDOTTES. 7 

Including Imported and First Prize Bird$ Rookcsellers eFancy Stationers 

(2 strains), Auckland Poultry Show, 1887. £1 for : 

13-eges. F. STEPHENS, 136 Queen Street, ——0——. 

ta Ue neeey eve ENGLISH, AMERICAN, and COLONIAL 
Bonen UST! IB OANE Pisa! PERIODICALS SUPPLIED. 

J.C.E. J.C.E, ee eee 

‘The undersigned has for sale—50 tons of Ellis’s well-known COUNTRY ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

J.C E. brand of Newcastle Bonedust, in lots to suit purchasers. 

Iron Bark Timber, Spokes, Shafts, etc., in any quantities, Sie an 
M. V. HURLEY, 7, Queen-street. VICTORIA ARCADE. AUCKLAND 

“Printen for the Proprietors and Publishers, Hopkins, HAYR, AND Co., of Lower Queen-street, Auckland, by HENRY BRETT, 
of Auckland, at his Printiog Office, Shortland-street, Auckland, September, 188%, 7 a 
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